
Maldives Dream
5 Days / 4 Nights

Male

Famous for its exotic beaches, coral reefs, serene azure waters, and thrilling water activities,
Maldives attracts all kinds of travelers varying from families to friend groups and solo travelers to
newlyweds. Maldives offers unforgettable experiences to its guests. Malé tops the list for being a
must-visit island in Maldives. A few gems of Malé are Hukuru Miskiiy, Rasfannu, Medhu
Ziyaarath, Sultan Park, National Museum, Malé Fish Market, etc. Being a tropical paradise
located in the Indian Ocean, the Maafushi Island and Male Atoll are both must visit places in
Maldives.

Tour Highlights:

Various recreational activities
Excursion activities in and around Maldives
Fun shopping expeditions
Exploring Male

Itineary

Day 01 | Arrive Male

On Arrival in male, you will be met and transferred to your hotel. The rest of the day is leisure.
Unspoilt Palm-fringed tropical islands with beaches, turquoise lagoons, fantastic coral reefs and
marine life are only part of the appeal of the Maldives. It is a remote and historical fascinating
string of low lying coral islands in the Indian Ocean, a paradise for water sports enthusiasts and
sun seekers alike. Overnight in Male

Breakfast ✘   |   Lunch ✘   |   Dinner ✘

Day 02

Enjoy the next two days at leisure your resort’s fine amenities; Surrender yourself to a day of
pampering of the fabulous spas.

Breakfast ✔   |   Lunch ✘   |   Dinner ✘

Day 03

Maldives is a paradise for adventures and sports lovers. Indulge in unique water sports. Dive
deep into the azure blue sea; enjoy water.

Breakfast ✔   |   Lunch ✘   |   Dinner ✘

https://holidayexplorer.in/travel-guide/islands/maldives
https://www.tourism.gov.mv/


Day 04

BREAK FAST AT Hotel; day free for Leisure, Overnight in Hotel

Breakfast ✔   |   Lunch ✘   |   Dinner ✘

Day 05 Depart Male

Today, you will be transferred to the Airport for your flight back home with pleasant memories of
your stay.

Breakfast ✔   |   Lunch ✘   |   Dinner ✘

Hotel Info

Price

No Records Found.

Inclusions

4 Nights Accommodation in Maldives
Daily Breakfast at Hotel
Return Airport transfers by Speed Boat

Exclusions

Visa Charges / Visa on Arrival
International Travel insurance
Flight Tickets
Surcharges as applicable due to peak season, surcharge dates, Christmas, New Year week etc.
GST as per Government applicable rates (as of now 5%)
Any services not mentioned in the package price includes list

Tour Terms

BOOKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Holidayexplorer.in is unit of voyagemultiverse registered in India, by booking any tour with us you
understand and accept all terms and condition mentioned on this 9 Page documents

You are aware that proposed tour may expose you to inherent dangers including but not limited to
physical exertion, equipment failure, or the activity itself. You acknowledge that alterations to the
schedule itinerary or activity may be made as necessitated by weather, group size, road transport,
road closures, illness or other factors, and you accept that neither we nor the providers of services
can be held responsible for expenses or inconvenience incurred as a consequence. You
acknowledge that the enjoyment of your tour or holiday is derived in part from travel beyond the



safety risks of life at work or at home, and you accept and assume all the risks involved

POINTS TO BE REMEMBERED

PANDEMIC Terms

We voyagemultiverse is not responsible for any tour disruption , curtailment or cancellation of your
tour programme  because of any unforeseen  events such as diagnosis of Covid positive in
RTPCR or Rapid test or travel sanction imposed by government authorities, or airline
rescheduling or cancelation because of pandemic

expenses passengers might incurred due to circumstances beyond our control such as flight
cancellation/delays, hotel bouncing , visa rejection, trip cancelation curtailment , because of 
pandemic of any nature, bad weather, natural calamities, medical evacuation, supplier policies,
etc ain such case all such expanses  would be borne by guest 

if found Covid positive all the quarantine expanses, medical expanses, hotel cancelation
expanses, airline cancelation or rescheduling expanses would be borne by the guest only as
same is beyond our control 

VOYAGE MULTIVERSE merely acts a service broker and does not accept any liability.

All booked Passenger must follow Covid 19 protocol and rules imposed by competent
authorities, of destination of embarkation and final destination.

While we do our best to get you the latest information, due to the rapidly evolving nature of current
events, sometimes that is not possible. Please note, it is the sole responsibility of the passenger
to ensure his or her eligibility to enter the destination or transit countries (as applicable). We
accept no liability in this regard. Please check the travel rules of all regulatory websites prior to
booking as well as commencing travel.

AIRLNES:

You are advised to report at the airport counter 3 to 4 hrs prior to departure time , seat allocation
is matter of airline discretion and availability of seats which is not in control of us , hence we shall
not be held responsible/liable if you do not get your preferred seat

Though you may receive a confirmed tickets for a particular sector, airline often overbook seats
due to which the airline may offload even confirmed passenger and may accommodate them on
subsequent flight, we will not be responsible /liable for such offloading nor any
consequence of such offloading including delay, inconvenience or loss of tour services
                                                                                                   

We shall in no circumstances whatsoever be liable / responsible to you or any person travelling
with you, for loss of baggage by the airline, failure to provide meal of your choice by the airline,
denied boarding or down-gradation due to overbooking or any other reason, Failure to provide
meal of your choice ,quality or quantity of meals offered by the airlines, flight delays or
rescheduling, flight cancellation, changes of flight schedule or routing, change of airline mentioned
at the time of booking etc. In these circumstances, we will not be liable / responsible for the injury,
loss, cost or inconvenience suffered by you but you will be free to pursue your remedies against
the concerned airline, we would be there is support and guide you

The Company is not liable / responsible for any additional expenses or loss that may causes that
are beyond the Company’s control but which may affect concerned airline’s ability to operate
flights on schedule. The Company will not reimburse any additional expenses incurred by you as
a result of such events or delays.

TRANSFERS: Transfers are provided depending on the tour booked and this will be clearly



mentioned in your itinerary.

Seat in Coach Transfers / Tours:

This service is based on air conditioned (SIC) Seat in Coach / Van / Hotel Shuttle.
The size of the coach may vary depending upon the number of tourists travelling.
SIC transfer is economical, offers great value for money and ideal for budget travelers. Based on a
shared vehicle transfer, you share your coach / van seat with other tourists.
SIC Transfers / tour operates at a pre-decided time and designated point.
The SIC tour may operate from hotel or from a city centre location; cost of transportation to the city
centre location is not included. In some destinations the pickup and drop off service from the hotel
may cause a time delay and service is slower than private services.
SIC Sightseeing tours are conducted by English speaking guide

Private Transportation:

This service offers you to have your own privacy and convenience to travel at a pre-decided time.
Depending upon your budget we may offer an air-conditioned vehicle. The class of the vehicle
offered may vary depending on your needs and budget.

In certain destinations, the driver acts like guide whereas in other destinations, we have a separate
licensed English speaking guide for sightseeing services.
It cannot be assumed that the vehicle is at disposal throughout the day and may only cover transfers.
CAUTION: For all transfers and tours please wait at the Bell Captain or Concierge Counter at least 10
minutes before the scheduled pick-up time. DO NOT WAIT IN YOUR ROOM OR IN HOTEL’S
COFFEE SHOPS.
Please be punctual as most of the hotels do not allow waiting in the driveway area for security reasons.

HOTELS

In general Modern facilities such as attached toilets with showers / bathtubs are provided. We
cannot guarantee the availability of adjoining rooms / interconnecting rooms / non-smoking room /
rooms on the same floor etc. Hotels may / may not have room service facilities. Tea & Coffee
making facility may or may not be available in the room. If you seek a change in rooming while on
a tour, the same will be subject to availability and you will need to pay any additional charges as
may be applicable.

Early check-in and late check-out is subject to availability if requested but cannot be guaranteed unless
pre-paid and confirmed in advance.
Connecting OR adjoining rooms requested cannot be guaranteed.
Triple Rooms are usually no larger than twin rooms in size; a third bed is often a rollaway bed in a
twin room.
Generally hotels require your Credit / Debit Card / Cash Guarantee for incidental charges, which are
adjusted at the time of check-out.
Certain cities have introduced a City Tax O tourism tax which is payable by the consumer at the time
of check-out. Few hotels do offer free WIFI facility whereas certain hotels charge a nominal fee. We
recommend you study the hotel policy at the time of check-in.

Any damage caused to the hotel property by you will have to be paid by you directly to the hotel
and we would not be responsible and / or liable for the same.

For all transfers and tours please wait at the Bell Captain or Concierge Counter at least 10
minutes before the scheduled pick-up time. DO NOT WAIT IN YOUR ROOM OR IN HOTEL’S
COFFEE SHOPS. Please be punctual as most of the hotels do not allow waiting in the driveway
area for security reasons and the driver may leave you as it would impact the tour schedule.

ACCOMMODATION FOR CHILD BELOW 12 YEARS OF AGE: It is expressed and given to



understand that a child below 12 years of age who is booked on the tour paying the special rate
without a bed will not be provided with a bed in the hotel while on the tour under any
circumstances unless a supplement cost is paid. In case the Client decides to make any change
in the rooming while on the tour then they shall be bound to pay additional amount charged to
them by the concerned Hotel directly to the Hotel.

YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR DOCUMENTS AND POSSESSIONS

You will have to take the risk and responsibility of all your baggage, belongings, currency,
valuables, documents and personal effects (collectively ‘baggage’) at all times during the tour,
whether during travel on the airline or during your stay in hotel or during your travel in coaches,
while on excursions or otherwise.

If you forget to carry or if you lose essential travel documents such as passport, visa, tickets etc.,
you may be compelled to curtail the tour and you may have to incur extra expenses, for which you
alone shall be liable / responsible. In view of what is stated above, please carefully note that:

We shall not be responsible or liable for any loss or damage in respect of your baggage etc. or their
contents whether due to theft, accident, negligence or otherwise;
We shall not be responsible / liable for any cancellation, curtailment or extension of your tour
compelled by any such loss of baggage etc. and we shall pay no compensation or refund to you; some
coverage in respect of baggage loss or damage may be provided by insurance.

It is advisable that you do not carry valuables on the tour. However, if you carry any valuables, we
recommend that you use all available facilities to keep them secure during your tour. In this
regard, some hotels provide Safe Deposit Lockers (which may be charged separately). In case of
airlines, we recommend that you declare your valuables to the airline at the time of check-in and
pay an additional charge, as may be stipulated by the airline, to make the airlines responsible for
valuables. Without such declaration, airlines can invoke limitation of liability protections provided
in international conventions and laws.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS, CLEARANCES & VISA

It shall be solely your responsibility / liability to hold valid and genuine travel documents and
statutory clearance, to be able to travel on the tour. Your passport should be valid for six months
from the date of return of the tour or more as per applicable country you want to visit and you
must have current visa and travel insurance to cover your entire stay. Any overstay OR wrong
information supplied to you may lead to deportation from the foreign country you are visiting for
which we are not liable.

It is your responsibility / liability to furnish all documents required by the Company for application
of visa etc. We are mere facilitators for providing visa guidance services. In the event the
application for the visa made by you or the Company on your behalf is rejected by the concerned
Embassy or Authorities due to inadequate documents furnished by the applicant or due to any
other reason whatsoever, the Company shall not be liable or responsible for the same. Such
charges may or may not include the actual visa charge and costs incurred but will include our
service charge. However, it excludes any supplementary charges like courier fees, urgent fees
charged by the consulate. All costs, charges in respect of the said application for the visa shall be
borne by you and the non-refundable advance paid by you shall be forfeited and no claim
whatsoever shall be made for the same. UK and USA visa will have to be obtained by you
directly; however the Company can only facilitate and assist in submitting the visa application
based on documents provided by you. Certain consulates / embassies may call for personal
interviews and / or biometrics.

As granting or rejecting visa and immigration clearance is the sole prerogative of the concerned
sovereign governments and the Company is only a facilitator, the Company shall neither be



responsible in case of non-granting of such documents nor liable for any delay, denial or other
related act / omission or for any loss, expense, damage or cost resulting there from. The position
in respect of cancellation of the tour by you due to non-availability of travel documents would not
change only by virtue of the Client having applied for such documents through the Company.
Even if the visa is rejected, the stipulated fees of the Company shall be payable by you. There will
be no refund, if you, or any member of your party, is unable to travel due to the said reasons. In
fact, many a time, due to such cancellations, the Company suffers losses because, sometimes,
the cancellation is made at a time of tour rush and the third party suppliers such as hotels, airlines
and cruises levy 100% cancellation charges. In such cases, cancellation charges as applicable by
the Company will apply and the decision of the Company will be final and binding upon you.
Under the circumstances, you agree not to proceed legally against us unless there is a manifest
error from our end.

The Company would not be responsible / liable in any manner whatsoever for any clerical error
made by the concerned Embassy / Consulate regarding name, attachment of wrong photograph,
duration and type of visa (single / multiple entries) or passport number.

We always use services of reputed courier companies for the purpose of transmission of
passports to the Embassies / Consulates and to our Client in various cities. We would not be
responsible / liable for any loss or damage whether direct, incidental or consequential caused due
to transmission delays or loss of passport whether in transit or otherwise. The documents
forwarded by you for visa purpose are sent by us to the concerned Embassy / Consulate through
third parties and hence we would not be liable / responsible for loss of your documents. We would
however, make best attempts to trace your documents or assist you in obtaining new passport /
alternative / certified copies of the lost documents.

In the event that you are unable to travel on the tour date originally booked by you, due to
rejection of visa by the concerned Embassy, you shall have the option to postpone your tour to
any other future date or choose any other tour destination subject to cancellation charges of the
previous tour. However, if you book and pay within the cancellation period and are unable to
travel due to any reason whatsoever including non-availability of   visa or any travel documents,
the Cancellation Policy shall apply.

BOOKINGS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

You will have to strictly follow the tour program and comply with the Terms and Conditions of the
various contractors / service providers such as hotels, cruises etc.

You are responsible / liable to register with our representative at the appointed date, place and
time for departure and you would be treated as a no-show if you fail to do so and the
consequences shall be yours entirely.

You are required to be punctual and adhere to the time-lines of the tour and of the contractors /
service providers. If you are not punctual, you could miss your flight, your transport / sightseeing /
meals etc. We will not be responsible / liable in any way in such situations.

You shall not behave in a manner which may cause distress or annoyance to other tour
participants or to any other person or which may create the risk of danger or damage to property
belonging to us or other tour participants, service providers or any other persons.

You shall not carry any item or object, the possession of which is forbidden by any law, rules or
regulations. Nor shall you violate any other law, rules or regulations.

Should any tour participant misbehave or violate any laws, rules or regulations, we shall have the
right to discontinue his / her participation and exclude him / her from the tour at his / her risk, cost
and expense. Should we suffer any damage or liability on account of a tour participant’s



misbehaviour, we shall be free to separately charge and recover our losses and expenses from
him / her.

For any visit which has religious significance (example: cathedrals / temples / mosques etc) you
will need to follow the rules and regulations set by them. Examples could be: i) Clothes not
meeting with the required standards. Wherever required, you should cover your head with scarf;
sleeveless clothes / shorts should not be worn. You must respect the place of worship.

ii) Photography which may be forbidden. iii) Prohibition on eating or consumption of beverages.

iv)Maintaining silence during religious ceremony etc. v) Obscene CDs, DVDs, books or such other
media that may not be permitted in keeping with the spirit of the place

CONDITIONS OF PASSAGE: In the event of a Client booking through us a Tour or Tour
Arrangement of any other Tour Operators like Hotels, Airlines, Cruise etc., the ‘Terms and
Conditions’ specified by such Tour Operator, including their payment schedule, cancellation,
refund, rules and regulations etc. shall be applicable, in addition to our ‘Terms and Conditions’
while determining the contractual relation between the Client, the Tour Operator and us.

SCOPE OF SERVICE: We are travel and tour organisers only. We do not control or operate any
airline, nor do we own or control any shipping company, coach or coach company, hotel,
transport, restaurant, railways, cruise or any other facility or service mentioned in the tour
programme. Though we take care in selecting all the ingredients in your tour, we can only select
and inspect them. As we have no control in running them, we cannot be responsible / liable for
any deficiency in service, delays, improper services provided by any agency, airline, transport,
hotel, cruise or any provider of services, for any injury, death, loss or damage which is caused by
the act or default of the management or employees of any hotel, airlines, shipping companies,
cruise, coach owners / coach operators / tour operators who are the independent contractors.

We are also not responsible / liable for the delay or deficiency in services provided by agency,
airline, transport, hotel, cruise or any provider of services, and / or any act or actions of co-
travellers, co passengers which may result in injury, damage to the life / limb or property of the
Clients or interfere with enjoying or availing the following and / or the other services to be provided
on the tour.

LIABILITY: In the event of the Company exercising its rights to amend or alter any Tour or tour
advertised in their Brochure / Itinerary after such Tour or Tour has been booked, you shall have
the right

A to continue with the Tour or Tour as amended or altered

B or to accept any alternative Tour or Tour, which the Company may offer

In either of these above cases you shall not be entitled to or the Company shall not be liable/
responsible to you for any damage, additional expenses, consequential loss etc suffered by you
or to pay any amount as refund. In the event that the Company is unable to conduct a particular
Tour, the Company may at its own discretion, refund the amount of the cost of the said Tour to
you (after deducting the applicable taxes and the actual expenses incurred by us on the booking
like visa, insurance charges, ticket voiding charges, and other overheads as applicable etc on a
case to case basis) without any interest on the same. You will not be entitled to make any
grievance thereafter in respect of the same. Refund, if any would be paid to you as per the
prevalent rate of exchange in INR as per the RBI regulations at the time of making the refund.

The Company shall, in no circumstance as whatsoever be liable to you or any person
travelling with you for:

Any death, personal injury, sickness, accident, loss, delay, discomfort, increased expenses,1.



consequential loss and / or damage or any kind of theft howsoever caused.
Any act, omission, default of any independent contractor or other person or by any servant or agent2.
employed by them who may be engaged or concerned in the provision of accommodation,
refreshment, meals, carriage facility or service for you or for any person travelling with you howsoever
caused.
The temporary or permanent loss of or damage to baggage or personal effects howsoever caused3.
including wilful negligence on the part of any person.
Loss of / delay of baggage by the airlines / coach / cruise / train.4.
Overbooking of seats / rooms by the airline / hotel5.
Failure on the part of airline to accommodate passengers despite having confirmed tickets or change of6.
route, delay of flights etc.
If in the event that you are booked on a particular airline and the said flight is over booked / cancelled7.
for whatever reason and you are not allowed / able to board the flight, you shall not hold the Company
responsible / liable for the same and no claim whatsoever can be made by you against the Company for
refund or compensation.
Any overstay expenses due to delay or changes in bus / flights / ships / trains or cancellation of special8.
bogie or other services due to sickness, weather conditions, war or any other cause whatsoever.
Rudeness or unprofessional behaviour of staff of airline / hotel etc. and / or facilities given etc.9.
Any kind of service denial or deficiency by any contractor / supplier. The Company shall not be10.
responsible and / or liable for any damages caused to you due to reasons beyond the control of the
Company (Force Majeure / Vis Majeure). In any case, no liability on the part of the Company arising
in any way out of this contract in respect of any tour, excursion facility shall exceed the total amount
paid for the tour, and shall in no case include any consequential loss or additional expense whatsoever.

The immunities provided under this contract to the Company shall be available to the company’s
managers, including tour managers, employees, servants and agents but not to the contractors /
suppliers selected by the Company.

GRIEVANCE: If the Client has any grievance in respect of any services provided by any of the
independent contractors, the Client shall immediately inform the Company and the independent
contractor, so that the Company can take up the matter with the independent contractor and the
Company has the chance to rectify the problems then and there, if the grievance is genuine. If you
fail to do this, any right to compensation or refund which you may have, will be extinguished or
reduced. In case of Client/s grievance concerning services of any independent contractor the
same should be communicated on the emergency telephone number given to you immediately,
followed by written communication mailed to VOYAGE MULTIVERSE, 311 Sun N Moon chamber,
Gopal Bari, Ajmer road, Jaipur or email us at peeyush@voyagemultiverse.com as soon as
possible and a copy thereof should be marked to the independent contractor, whereby the
Company has the chance to rectify any problems, if the grievance is genuine. Failure to do so will
result in the Client losing any right as to compensation or refund.

CANCELLATION: As the services to be provided to the tour participants are booked months in
advance, cancellation of such services earmarked for a particular departure results in the
Company losing money depending upon the time of cancellation to the supplier. Therefore any
cancellation of tour / services booked by a tour participant will attract cancellation charges plus
any additional taxes if any, as specified by the Company. If the Tour participant books a third
party product or service, the Terms and Conditions and Cancellation Policy of such third party
would be applicable in addition to the Company’s Terms and Conditions. Any cancellation of tour /
services has to be in writing clearly stating the reasons for cancellation you expressly agree to the
foregoing terms.

NO REFUND FOR UNUTILIZED SERVICES: It is clearly understood that there shall be no refund
or compensation whatsoever for unutilized services. This general rule applies to all kinds of non-
utilization or under-utilization of tour services, whether of the whole or part of the tour and whether

mailto:peeyush@voyagemultiverse.com


as a matter of your choice, or caused by your fault or compelled by circumstances such as ill-
health, weather, external factors etc.

As a consequence of the above rule, please note that no refund will be admissible in the following
circumstances (amongst others). (i) If you fail to join the tour at the commencement of the tour or
join later or leave before culmination of the tour for any reasons whatsoever. (ii) If you fail to or are
unable to utilize any of the services on the tour like airline travel, hotels, sightseeing, rides,
cruises, meals, entrance fees, optional tours etc. due to any reason

Whatsoever such as late reporting, ill-health etc. (iii) If you terminate your participation in the tour
due to your own fault, negligence or breach of these Terms,

LAW & JURISDICTION: In the event of a dispute arising out of or relating to this contract,
including any question regarding its existence, validity or termination, the parties shall first seek
settlement of that dispute by mediation in accordance with the applicable rules. The Mediator shall
be appointed by the Company.

This contract will be governed by Indian laws. You agree that in the event of a dispute or
difference between the parties the exclusive jurisdiction shall vest in the competent court / forum /
tribunal in JAIPUR

As to the interpretation of the aforesaid terms and conditions, the decision of VOYAGE
MULTIVERS shall be final and binding upon you. We reserve the right to change the Terms &
Conditions any time without any prior notice.

On behalf of all the persons named above, I / We have read the Booking Conditions, Terms and
Conditions, and Cancellation Policy, etc. a copy each of which has been furnished to me / us.

I / We hereby expressly agree to abide by the Visa Cancellation Policy of the Company.

I / We being duly authorized by the said persons do hereby agree to and accept the same, with
full responsibility for self and others.

Name: _____________________________________

Signature: __________________________________

Date: ______________________________________

 

Sales Officer: PEEYUSH KUMAR SHARMA

Sales Office: _______________________________

Booking Date: _____________________________

Sign: ____________________________________

Map



Holiday Explorer

Address:311, Sun N Moon Chambers, Gopal Bari, Near Ajmer Pulia, Jaipur-302001, Rajasthan, India,
Jaipur, Rajasthan, India - 302001

Email: connect@holidayexplorer.in   Phone: +91-0141-4007000   Mobile: +91 98281-37649  
Website: http://holidayexplorer.in
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